Adding Green Sustainability to HVAC
EnviroFlo Hydronic Pumping Solutions are delivering
Patterson's world-class engineering expertise to
commercial, residential and industrial HVAC
installations world-wide. Engineered for easy
application in new or existing systems, EnviroFlo
products support chilled water, con-denser water,
heating water, process cooling and heating, ice
storage and geothermal
applications.
This complete line of
rugged pumps, engineered
products and systems
accessories is designed to
stand the test of time.
Their hydronic pumping
solutions provide energy
efficient performance that
strengthens
Green
strategies by minimizing energy consumption.
solutions provide reliable and sustainable energy
efficient performance that strengthens Green
strategies by minimizing energy consumption.

Proven Quality and Reliability
Patterson's commitment to sustainable HVAC
applications around the world goes beyond their
extensive line of quality EnviroFio pumps, engineered
products and accessories. Their highly engineered
pumps are thoroughly tested, including hydrostatic
pressure-testing, in their fully equipped laboratory.
This enables their engineers to verify design and
performance specifications of their pumps and
ensures reliable service for you year after year.

Testing, Training and Personalized
Service
The quality and reliability of Patterson products
doesn't stop at installation. Patterson is equally
dedicated to providing the finest field and factory
services and maintaining the best service department
in the industry. They are one of the few worldwide
pump manufacturers that offers coordinated training
in the proper operation and maintenance of their
pumping products. Engineering and maintenance
personnel from around the globe benefit from this

training at their dedicated facility in Toccoa, Ga.,
USA. And their teams of field and factory experts
always stand ready to provide their customers with
ded-icated personal service, whether it's a complete
pump rebuild, a single OEM part or the answer to a
simple question.
You can count on their EnviroFlo pump
technology experts to help you identify and secure
everything you need for a high performance, efficient
HVAC installation. Your comfort in working with
them is as important as the interior comfort their
products power for your installations.

ISO 9000 Certification
Patterson does more than strive for quality and
reliability; Patterson has invested in the company's
core values. Patterson is ISO 9000 certified, attesting
to its world-class quality and dependability. The
company is continually reevaluated, with a complete
reassessment every three years, to ensure all
elements are maintained to keep its products worldclass.

Six Sigma
Patterson has also invested significant resources into
its Six Sigma program. Six Sigma is an optimized
level of performance. That's overall excellence not
only in a world-class finished product, but also in the
administrative, service and manufacturing processes
throughout the company.
Patterson's Six Sigma program is a proven
methodology that standardizes the right tools and
techniques, while providing working teams with stepwise progressions in applying these tools. The
program has successfully enhanced Patterson's
reputation for high-quality, reliable pump design,
manufacture and service.

